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Narrative 

The narrative of the film revolves around two characters, and how thoughts and feelings can 
influence lives, futures and how some people wish things could be different for them. In 
terms of the film fitting in with its contemporary Sci-Fi/ Fantasy genre, my narrative doesn’t 
contain the typical conventions of the genre, but does use specific traits that are often 
included, such as including a ‘magical character’ and a ‘portal’ to an alternate reality or fresh 
start. The narrative also contains topical themes that relate to the real world, raising 
awareness about the hidden problems that depression and anxiety can have on anyone and 
what it is sometimes like for people that suffer from this. 

Themes 

As I mentioned before, the main themes in my film will be depression and anxiety, but also 
loneliness, loss and what it can be like to listen to the voice of our sub-conscience, as these 
are all affected by the main two themes of my film. I have chosen to include these themes in 
my film to raise awareness to what life could be like for some people, and as mental health 
issues are not getting as much attention as other ‘physical’ issues, it’s getting harder and 
harder for people who suffer from any mental health issues to find help for it, so I want to 
use this film to try and raise more awareness about these hidden issues to help some people 
better understand the problems others face. 

Characters 

For my film, there will be three characters in total. 
ED is my main character. He is the one that suffers with mental health issues and we see 
how this affects his daily routine through his actions. It is when he finally acknowledges 
Eden that we see how much his issues have affected him and how he really feels about it. 
EDEN is the other main character of my film. Although she seems to be a real character, she 
is the embodiment and representation of Ed’s sub-conscience voice and his depression, 
which is shown through her quiet character and her dark costume. She is evidently here for 
Ed, but is also a demon in some ways, as she is eventually the one to ‘take him away’ from 
his feelings. 
The third character in my film is THE NARRATOR. He is a mysterious character who narrates 
the story from his point of view. He appears more intelligent than most, especially about Ed, 
almost seeming to be human, but he is not. He is the physical form of Death, narrating the 
story of Ed as he is mostly always involved in issues around mental health issues. 
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Costumes 

The costumes in this film are very simple but visually present the characters personality 
effectively. 
ED’S costume is casual, to show how normal he seems to be as he goes through his daily 
routine but his personality tells us different. This is effective for his costume as it shows the 
difference between what he shows on the outside compared to what he feels on the inside. 
EDEN’S costume shows her dark personality in the job she has. She is the physical 
representation of ED’s sub-conscience voice and his depression and anxiety, which means 
her dark costume represents this dark part of Ed’s character. As a result of this, she wears a 
black dress, black shoes, her hair is straight and she is simple but effectively stands out from 
the rest of the scene, leaving her to be a vital part of the film. 
THE NARRATOR has a similar costume idea to Eden. He simply wears a long grey coat, black 
trousers and a pair of glasses. This is a simple way to show off his mysterious personality but 
also to show his unmatched intelligence and his hidden character secret, and the effect that 
he has on the main character. His costume also allows for him to stand out of all scenes and 
locations as he narrates, giving the illusion that he fits in there, but he isn’t really there at all, 
as he is speaking past tense about the events that happened. 

Visuals 

My film won’t use many CGI visuals as I am focused on creating a product that shows how a film 
can still be made well without over the top visuals. The only visuals I will need for my film is the 
footage that I record and a CGI visual for the portal that the character’s step through at the end. 

Colour Schemes 

As I feel my creative potential is to make dark films, such as those of Director, Tim Burtons, style 

of films, the colour scheme I use will reflect this creative decision. I will use various colour 

schemes to show the different parts of a character’s personality and the story. In the beginning, I 

will use dull colours such as greys, blacks, browns etc. to show how the main character sees the 

world through his mental issues. By the middle of the film, I will still use dull colours but there will 

be some brighter colours mixed in such as Reds, Blues Whites, etc. at the introduction of Eden’s 

character. By the end of the film, there will be more ‘earthy’ colours such as Greens, Light Blues, 

Browns etc. to signify the ‘fresh start’, although in the credits, there will be more reds and greys 

to signify the true ending of the character. 

Shot Framing 

I want to make a minimalist style film, meaning there won’t be many unusually framed shots. I 
will use a static camera to capture the footage, with no strange angled shots. I will use simple 
shots throughout the film such as extreme close ups, close ups, over the shoulder, long shots, 
medium shots etc. and I will use these effectively to create a successful product. 
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Mise En Scene 

For the mise en scene, there won’t be much that is relevant to the film, as it is mostly to do with 
the characters and not the background. The locations I use for filming will be kept as they are. 
The room I use for the main character’s room has many books and collectables and pictures, 
which signifies his personality of enjoying these things that we see but they have no specific 
meaning to the film. 

Lighting 

The lighting in my film will mostly be natural lighting as much of the film is outside. For the indoor 
scenes, I will try and use natural lighting as my main source, but also use LED’s to add extra light. I 
will also use LED lighting for the portal, as it will give off a bright white light. 

Props 

I will need no props for my film so this isn’t a big problem for me.  The only props used in the film 
will be the ones that are included in the mise en scene, such as books and cups and a phone and 
things. 

Sound 

My film will use dialogue from two of the three characters so this is the major section of the 
sound that will be included. I may also use some sound effects, such as for the portal or the alarm 
at the beginning of the film. I may also use some music as a soundtrack but this may just be for 
the credits. 

Effects 

The only effects that will be in my film will be for the portal the character’s step through. I have 
already created and experimented with this previously, which will make my film easier to edit in 
post-production. 

Actors and Crew 

I will need only three actors for the film to play the three main characters. I have several people 
in mind to fill these roles, and I feel they will be perfect for the role that I give them. I will also 
need at least two or three people to fill the rolls of the crew, which will be the camera operator 
and sound operator. These rolls should be easy to fill as I have several talented choices for these 
rolls. 
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Equipment 

For this film, I will need a small amount of equipment for the filming. I will need a camera, which I 
will provide myself, LED lighting, a sound kit, tripod and for the post production, editing software, 
which I already have. I will try to use as little equipment as I possibly can, to keep the production 
small. 

Target Audience 

My target audience for this film is primarily young adults, between the ages of 16-25, but can be 
suitable for anybody over that age. I will also aim at all audience groups, but I feel it will primarily 
fit into the niche category. I am making this film to highlight how mental health issues are just as 
real and damaging to someone’s life as physical health issues are, and that mental health needs 
to be taken seriously and sorted for many people before it’s too late for them. 

Influences 

For this project, I have many influences for the style, characters and story. I am heavily influenced by 

the Style and Directing style of Tim Burton and this is what I aspire to use for my own type of films in 

the future. For the Characters, I have had various influences from different pieces of media. For Eden, 

Wednesday Addams from The Addams Family and Eleven from Stranger Things are big influences in 

the character style and costume for the character, as this is how I imagine she looks and acts. For 

Edward, I didn’t have many influences as such, as he is based on my own experience and character, 

but one of the influences I can think of is Jacob Portman from Miss Peregrines Home for Peculiar 

Children. The other Influences I’ve had for this project and my filmmaking career are a short film 

called ‘Normal Doors’, the hit ‘Stranger Things’ series, Tim burtons film ‘Miss Peregrines Home for 

Peculiar Children’ based on the book by Ransom Riggs, ‘A Series Of Unfortunate Events’ by Lemony 

Snicket and a short film called ‘Let It Be’ by Berty Gilbert. 

 


